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ABSTRACT

The study of the suspended particulate matter (SPM) transport is essential to understanding oceans and

rivers, for their presence can impact the environment, from marine habitats or water quality degradations to

important changes of the seabed morphology. Among a large number of surrogate techniques in traditional

water sampling, acoustical methods have the advantage of providing nonintrusive measurements, with high

spatial and temporal resolutions. However, the ability of fine-grained sediments to aggregate under the process

of flocculation complexifies the interpretation of acoustical measurements. The objective of this paper is to

design a simple backscatteringmodel for flocculated sediment suspensions, in order to interpret the information

provided by a multifrequency profiler and to retrieve both the concentration and the dominant size of a sus-

pension of flocculated sediments in an estuarine context. In situ granulometry laser data, collected in the Aulne

macrotidal estuary (France), showed that over the size distribution observed, a mean porosity of apparent

particles in suspension can be used directly as input for model generation. The in situ acoustic signal was

concurrently recorded at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4MHz, and then inverted using the nonnegative least squares algorithm

after constraining the model with an optimal porosity, allowing for a discrete representation of the mass con-

centration distributed over several equivalent spherical radii. The inversion results are in good agreement with

the in situ mass concentration obtained through in situ water samplings.

1. Introduction

Suspended particulate matter (SPM) is ubiquitous in

oceans and rivers. The study of their transport is es-

sential, for their presence can impact the environment,

from marine habitats or water quality degradations to

important changes in the seabed morphology (Bilotta

and Brazier 2008; Davies and Thorne 2008; Amoudry

and Souza 2011).

SPM in the water column is traditionally estimated

through the analysis of water samples. However, such

techniques require time-consuming operations and yield

measurements with limited continuity and resolution.

The need to monitor and model their transport has lead

scientists to design more efficient methods of SPM

content estimations based on the physical properties

of the suspended matter in the water column (Gray

and Gartner 2009). Among a large number of surrogate

techniques in traditional water sampling, acoustical

methods have the advantage of providing nonintrusive

measurements, with high spatial and temporal in-

strumental resolutions. More precisely, methods based

on multifrequency acoustic backscatter measurements

yield the most promising results. Through the mea-

surement of the volume backscattering coefficients

(Maclennan et al. 2002) and given a specific backscat-

tering model that describes the scattering properties of a

particle (mineral or organic), and if necessary given a

specific total scattering model in case of high sediment

attenuation, inversion methods have been designed and

successfully applied to retrieve both the concentration

and size distribution of a suspension (i.e., the hetero-

geneous mixture containing these particles, them-

selves seen as heterogeneities inside a fluid). Whether

to estimate zooplankton biomass and trophic activity

(Holliday et al. 1989; Holliday and Pieper 1995;Corresponding author: GuillaumeFromant, g-fromant@hotmail.fr
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Lebourges-Dhaussy et al. 2014) or non-cohesive sedi-

ment size distribution and concentration (Crawford and

Hay 1993; Thorne and Hanes 2002; Thorne et al. 2011),

the use of multifrequency systems has improved our

knowledge of the water content of both oceans and

rivers. Yet, in spite of their successful applications, the

importance of an accurate backscattering model adapted

to the suspension of interest still remains critical. And it

requires special considerations to invert backscattered

signals from suspended material of unknown scatter-

ing properties when placed in a pressure field and to

retrieve a correct concentration estimate. Particularly, the

ability of fine-grained sediments, usually silts or clays, to

aggregate (Eisma andLi 1993;Uncles et al. 2006; Fettweis

2008; Verney et al. 2011; Manning et al. 2011) complex-

ifies the interpretation of acoustical measurements. This

process is most certainly attributed to changes of the

physicochemical and/or biological properties of the sur-

rounding medium, coupled with the phenomena of

attraction/repulsion of small-sized particles placed in an

agitated environment (Kranenburg 1994). These parti-

cles do possess variable sizes, shapes, and densities.

Thanks to numerous observations, empirical relations

between the flocs’ effective densities and their size were

established (Fettweis 2008; Manning et al. 2011). How-

ever, these particles are fragile and sensitive to shearing,

which makes them delicate to sample and manipulate

in situ without breaking them. This process is particularly

intense in estuaries given the abundance of physico-

chemical and hydrodynamical gradients contributing to

the aggregation process.

Only recently has a theoretical framework (MacDonald

et al. 2013; Thorne et al. 2014) describing the interaction

between sound and flocculated particles placed in con-

trolled environment been established. It has yet to be

validated in situ. The experimental observations clearly

suggest that a reasonable fit between themeasurements of

the acoustic backscatter of a suspension of flocculated

kaolinparticles and the expression provided byMoate and

Thorne (2009) can be achieved. Thorne et al. (2014) then

suggested a backscattering model based on the transition

between the solid and fluidlike behavior of the flocs as

their size increase. This model provides a rational way of

accounting for the behavior of the backscattered sound

from a suspension of flocculated cohesive sediments. It

necessitates a priori knowledge of some inherent proper-

ties of the suspension, such as the size and effective density

of the flocs. Thorne et al. (2014) had access to these pa-

rameters through controlled experiments. Nevertheless, it

is difficult to reproduce such measurements with natural

flocs, in particular due to the difficulties encountered

in situ with such fragile and easily broken aggregated

particles. Applying this model to in situ suspensions thus

implies a certain number of assumptions to fully constrain

the inversion. These assumptions can lead to potentially

erroneous interpretations of the results.

The present paper thus focuses on the implementation

of a simplified inverse model based on the apparent

properties of the suspension, highlighted through in-

dependent optical observations, in order to assess the

possibility to invert in situ acoustic measurements. The

methodology adopted here for the flocculated particles

scattering model starts from the heuristic approach used

to estimate the scattering characteristics of non-cohesive

sandy sediment (Sheng and Hay 1988) and flocculated

kaolin particles (Thorne et al. 2014). The model formu-

lation is established with the knowledge that the sus-

pension can be seen as the mixture of solid ‘‘apparent

particles’’ of constant porosity with size, thus reducing the

problem to one static degree of freedom, the physical

properties of which (bulk density, compressional sound

speed) being close to those of the sediment bed at the

porous water–sediment interface, which can be estimated

(Hamilton 1963; Wood 1964; Buckingham 2005). The

approach presented here thus considers apparent parti-

cles, of lower density, that will account for the aggregates.

The field experiment is first presented (section 2) with

the detailed survey protocol. In section 3, the optical

observations are exposed, revealing the steadiness of the

mean effective density of the observed aggregates over a

given experiment, averaged over the total size distri-

bution. These observations led us to formulate a new

scattering model, which is described in section 4, and

further used to invert the acoustic backscattering system

(ABS) data. The agreement between the inverted ABS

data and the in situ measurement is then exposed in

section 5, and the advantages/drawbacks of the whole

method are discussed in section 6.

2. Field experiment

a. Study site

All measurements were acquired in the Aulne estuary

in Brittany, in northwestern France. The Aulne estuary

is a shallow macrotidal tributary of the Bay of Brest. Its

average discharge is 24m3 s21, with a maximum in Feb-

ruary (75m3 s21 monthly mean) and minimum in August

(3.5m3 s21 monthly mean) (Allen et al. 1980), carrying

approximately 7000 tons of suspended sediment in the

Bay of Brest (Bassoullet 1979) each year. The estuary

extends approximately 30kmupstream from itsmouth, at

the dam of Guily-Glaz, the latter stopping landward tidal

propagation. The sediment bed in the estuary is charac-

terized by a combination of sand and silty mud, with

coarser material located downstream. In situ samples

fromBassoullet (1979) reveal an evolving composition of
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the mud layer lying on the riverbed, with porosities from

0.65 to 0.9. The principal minerals in suspension have

been identified as phyllitic clays, composed of illite,

chlorite, kaolinite, andmicas (Bassoullet 1979). Themass

concentration of the suspended sediment varies season-

ally, with the highest values observed in winter flood

(.1 gL21) and lowest in summer (,30mgL21). These

fine-grained cohesive minerals are subject to the process

of flocculation (Bassoullet 1979).

b. Equipment and survey protocol

Two similar 1-day experiments were conducted at a

fixed location under the Térénez bridge in the Aulne es-

tuary (Fig. 1) in 15 July 2014 and 21 January 2015. These

2 days correspond to two periods of spring tides—both

having a tidal rangeof 8m—but at low river discharge and

at flood stage of the river, respectively. During more than

6h of sampling during ebb, regularly spaced profiles of the

water column were acquired with an Aquascat 1000S

multifrequency profiler (Aquatec Group; Smerdon et al.

1998), a LISST-100X type C granulometer (Sequoia Inc.;

Agrawal and Pottsmith 2000), and KOR-EXO1 multi-

parameter probe (YSI Inc.).

All instruments were attached horizontally to the

same weighted downcast structure, ensuring consistency

between the different measurements provided by the

instruments. The instruments were first placed at a

constant depth of 1–2m to stabilize the sensors (espe-

cially the KOR-EXO multiparameter probe), before

being brought to subsurface. Immediately after, the

structure was downcast to the bottom at low speed, and

upcast toward the surface.

The Aquascat 1000S measured the root-mean-square

backscattered voltage Vrms at four frequencies (0.5, 1, 2,

4MHz) on several cells in the horizontal direction at

each ping. The length of the cells can vary from 2 to

40mm. The Aquascat was set in the experiment to 5mm

for a total length of 1.28m of measurements so that a

total of 256 cells are recorded at each ping. The ping rate

was set to 8Hz and ensemble-averaged every eight pings

before correcting for absorption, spherical spreading,

and other system-dependent parameters (calibration

constant, Kt). The measured acoustic backscatter values

for each averaged ping resulted in an average of 100

horizontal sampling points centered around 0.5m from

the transducer, with a pulse length of 6.67ms. The av-

eraged sampled volume varied from approximately

1 cm3 for the 4-MHz transducer (1.28 beamwidth) to

20 cm3 for the 0.5-MHz transducer (4.858 beamwidth).

The values for Kt were determined by the manufacturer

in a water tank designed for that purpose.

The LISST-100X measured optical transmission,

particle size distributions (PSD), and volume concen-

tration. It is known to successfully determine the PSD

of natural sediments and the size of monosized sus-

pensions with 10% accuracy (Traykovski et al. 1999;

Gartner et al. 2001; Gray and Gartner 2009) in the

range 2.5–500mm for type C instruments. The LISST-

100X uses a 670-nm wavelength solid-state laser on a

cylindrical volume of approximately 1.5 cm3. The ping

rate was set to 1Hz, and each profile was initiated with

a mechanical switch.

The YSI KOR-EXO1 multiparameter probes employ

three sensors to record 1) salinity and temperature,

2) pressure, and 3) optical turbidity on single points.

The ping rate was set to 1Hz during the experiments.

In addition, in situ water sampleswere collected using a

heavily weighted Niskin bottle at the same time intervals

at a constant depth of 6m (July) and 8m (January). The

uncertainty in the sampling depth was estimated at

60.5m due to high discharge events for both experiments

(spring tide conditions; current speed . 1ms21 during

both experiments). Each sample was filtered using a

25mm Millipore GF/F filter and weighted to determine

the suspended sediment concentration (SSC). Turbidity

data were further converted into SSC, thanks to the linear

relationship existing between the water collected and the

turbidity measured at the sampling depth, as shown in

Fig. 2. The highlighted relationships appear to be in-

dependent of the time of year.

3. Preliminary observations

Probability density functions of the grain size distri-

bution by volume were retrieved with the LISST-100X

type C data in the range 2.5–500mm (Agrawal and

Pottsmith 2000; Gray and Gartner 2009). The optical

inversion was performed using a kernel matrix designed

for spherical particles (Agrawal and Pottsmith 2000;

FIG. 1. Aulne estuary location. The Térénez bridge is located at the
end of the estuary (48816007.3800N, 4815048.4300W).
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Andrews et al. 2010, 2011), which is used for general

application to a wide range of natural particles. Sequoia

Inc.’s MATLAB program was used to invert the LISST-

100X data (Sequoia Inc. 2008). The data were system-

atically averaged every 0.5m after processing. No

interpolation was performed.

From one experiment to the other, the probability

density function (PDF) by volume v(a) seems to follow a

lognormal distribution. The modes of the observed dis-

tributions are nearly constant during most of the ebb

phase in July and during the first half of the ebb phase in

January. Multimodal floc populations are observed close

to the lowwater slack in July and during the second half of

the ebb phase in January, characterized by a median

diameter larger than 100mm. In Fig. 3a it appears quite

clear that most of the suspended material accounting for

the total concentration is aggregated, forming small ag-

gregates of diameters inferior to 100mm. These particles

will also be suspected to account for most of the back-

scattering observed with the ABS data. For the last four

profiles of the July experiment, corresponding to the be-

ginning of low tide slack water, and for several isolated

profiles collected during the January experiment, excep-

tions occur as the shape of the distribution changes for the

upper part of the water column, with higher volume con-

centrations observed in higher size bins (Fig. 3b). This

phenomenon prevents the normalized standard deviation

of the distribution to be found precisely, information re-

quired to compute the ensemble averaged backscattering

properties of the suspension (Moate and Thorne 2009).

However, it is possible to assert that the normalized

standard deviation remained high (.0.7) for both exper-

iments, indicating a broad size distribution of the sus-

pended material.

Globally in January, LISST data are of lesser quality.

Divergences appeared when the concentration exceeded

;150mgL21, coupled with the ascension of the salinity

gradient as the tidal level decreased, causing schlieren,

which makes the results from the LISST untruthful

(Styles 2006; Mikkelsen et al. 2008). The LISST was

indeed not equipped with a path-reduction module

to reduce the optical path in contexts of high turbidity.

Bins where the mass concentration was higher than

150mgL21 and where the vertical salinity gradient ex-

ceeded 2 PSUm21 were thus discarded from the analysis.

It is possible to estimate the mean effective density

averaged over the total size distribution of the flocs reffm
using total volume concentration Vtot observed by the

FIG. 3. (a) Lognormal fit (dashed line) to the PDF (solid line) by volume (January experiment, profile 8 at 6 m).

(b) PDF by volume of profile 22 of the July experiment, showing the river surface (darker curves) down to the

bottom (lighter curves).

FIG. 2. Turbidity vs concentration relationship obtained from

optical and in situ samples for the July 2014 and January 2015

experiments.
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LISST over its entire set of rings (M’ reffmVtot). Figure 4

represents the output of this relation for the January and

July experiments, revealing an effective density averaged

over the total size distribution of;300 and;400kgm23,

respectively, which was nearly constant in both exper-

iments. The trend is linear for both experiments, yet the

data are more spread for the January experiment (R25
0.5). These values are the result of several empirical

relations (LISST calibration, spherical kernel matrix,

water samples filtration and weighting, turbidity–

concentration relationship), which bring high un-

certainties (not estimated here) to the final result

(Fettweis 2008). However, in view of these results, it is

possible to assert that the mean effective density in

January was lower than in July, and it seems to be

constant during the whole experiments (R2 5 0.86 in

July,R25 0.5 in January). This property, later qualified

as ‘‘apparent property,’’ allows for considering a sus-

pension of ‘‘apparent particles’’ of fixed mean porosity,

the acoustic backscattering properties of which can be

straightforwardly generated and can account for the

whole suspension.

4. Scattering theory

In this section, the scattering theory associated with

the current study is presented, in order to introduce the

inverse model used to invert the collected ABS data and

the employed inversion method.

a. Backscattered signal

For incoherent scattering from a suspension of parti-

cles, the Vrms recorded by a piston transducer can be

written as follows (Thorne and Hanes 2002; Sheng and

Hay 1988; Betteridge et al. 2008):

V
rms

5
K

s
K

t

cr
M1/2e22r(aw1as) (1)

K
s
5

f

(a
0
r
s
)1/2

(2)

f
0
(ka

0
)5

2
664
ð‘
0

an(a) da

ð‘
0

a2f (ka)2n(a) da

ð‘
0

a3n(a) da

3
775
1/2

(3)

In Eq. (1), M stands for the concentration of particles

in suspension, r is the range, aw is the attenuation due to

water, as is the total attenuation due to the suspension,

and c is the range modification factor (Thorne and

Hanes 2002), taking into account the near-field correc-

tion. The quantity rs is the density of the suspended

material, k is the wave number, a is the particle radius

distributed according to the number PDF n(a), and a0 is

the mean particle radius. The quantityKt here refers to a

calibration constant determined for each transducer in a

sediment suspension of known properties. The quantity

Ks [Eq. (2)] refers to the scattering constant, depending

on particle size, shape, and density. The term f is known

as the form function and describes the backscattering

characteristics of the suspension; its expression can be

found analytically by resolving the wave equation con-

sidering simplistic shapes (spheres, cylinders, etc.), and

consists of a summation of an infinite number of vibra-

tional scattering modes. For the present study, a model

was designated to describe the intrinsic backscattering

properties of a spherical particle, built as a high-pass

solution (Johnson 1977) and designed in order to take

into account the fluidlike properties of apparent parti-

cles of low density.

For marine sediments, in particular noncohesive sand,

Hay (1991) and later Thorne et al. (1993) used a heu-

ristic approach based on Sheng and Hay (1988) to

elaborate an expression of the backscattering form

function, entirely defined by the density and compress-

ibility contrasts between the particle and the medium.

For fluidlike particles, Thorne et al. (2014) reemployed

the general shape of this particular backscattering form

function with a Rayleigh regime entirely defined by the

acoustic impedance contrasts between the particles and

the medium, but with a lower convergence in the geo-

metric regime, accounting for the enhanced penetra-

bility of the object. Moreover, no oscillation terms are

added in the final shape of the form function as for solid

particles (Thorne et al. 2014). The form function for

fluidlike particles is given as follows:

FIG. 4. Mean effective density estimation using optical turbidity

converted into mass concentration according to the relations men-

tioned in Fig. 2 and the total volume concentration recorded by the

LISST for the July (gray dots) and January (black dots) experiments.

Some abnormal points of the total volume concentrations of the

January experiments were discarded from the analysis.
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with g and z being the ratios of density r and sound

velocity c between the particle and the water, re-

spectively. The subscript f refers to the fluidlike prop-

erties and the subscript w to the water. The « is a

constant set to take into account the penetrability of the

particle in the geometric regime (Stanton 1989). Thorne

et al. (2014) set this constant equal to 1.2–1.4 but also

mention a certain degree of uncertainty due to a lack of

laboratory measurements. Instead of setting this value

to a pragmatically selected constant, the « parameter

was determined in the present study as a function of the

Rayleigh coefficient Rf, by computing the second-order

high-pass filter with regard to the Rayleigh and geo-

metric limits of the model as:

«5
K

f

ffiffiffi
2

p

2R
f

, (6)

R
f
5

gz2 1

gz1 1
.

b. Apparent particle scattering model

MacDonald et al. (2013) showed that neither an

elastic sphere nor a fluid spheremodel correspond to the

response of a suspension of flocculated sediments

(kaolin). Yet, somehow the backscatter response of the

suspension was located in between the predicted re-

sponse from the elastic and fluid sphere models, and

showed similarities with the heuristic expression of

Moate and Thorne (2009). Indeed, the aggregates can be

seen as a matrix of several primary particles linked to-

gether but filled with interstitial water, leading to lower

density and sound velocity (compressional and shear

waves) when considering the aggregate as a whole

(Thorne et al. 2014). Regarding these conclusions, it

seems unavoidable to take into account both the fluid

and solid contributions of the aggregated particles. The

problem resides in how to express these contributions

in a backscattering model. All published works seem to

agree with the idea of considering some kind of

weighted solid–fluid particle in the Rayleigh regime

(Sheng and Hay 1988; MacDonald et al. 2013; Thorne

et al. 2014). To some extent, these particles can be lo-

cally assimilated into porous unconsolidated granular

material, the water and solid components each con-

tributing to the bulk compressibility and bulk density of

the floc.

Considering an unconsolidated sediment layer of po-

rosity F, the bulk density r0, and the bulk modulus k0-

of the medium can be defined as follows (Wood 1964):

8><
>:
r
0
5Fr

w
1 (12F)r

s

1

k
0

5
F

k
w

1
(12F)

k
s

(7)

c
0
5

�
k
0

r
0

�1/2

, (8)

where rw and rs are the densities of the porous water and

the sediment grains, respectively. The kw and ks are the

compressibilities of the porous water and the sediment

grains, respectively. Here, r0 and k0 may be interpreted

as weighted means of the respective values for the two

materials. The c0 is Wood’s sound speed (Wood 1964).

The calculation of Wood’s sound speed in this case

supposes that no shearing occurs.

Modifying Eqs. (4)–(6) by adding the effects of the

bulk compressibility and bulk density [Eqs. (7) and

(8)] leads to reducing the impedance contrast between

the particle and the medium. Such a model describes

the scattering characteristics of an apparent suspen-

sion of monosized spherical particles, the porosity of

which does not vary with size (Fig. 5). Such apparent

particles are not to be understood as physical particles,

but as particles that describe an averaged behavior of

the suspension (mean porosity) over the physical size

distribution. No physical information in terms of

particle size can be extracted from this approach.

However, this kind of representation can reveal

itself of practical use to tackle the exposed problem

(and retrieve the SSC), at least for a limited range of

sizes (by definition, primary particles will not have

reduced densities) and by extension for a limited

range of ka values. Further in this study, the model will

be limited to ka values located before the geometric

region (ka , 2), for which the directivity of the sus-

pended elements might play an important role in the

backscattered signal.

This model in fact corresponds to the case where the

same mean porosity is applied for all sizes in the Thorne

et al. (2014) model. Indeed, Thorne et al. (2014) con-

sidered the property of the aggregated particles to see

their effective densities vary according to their size as

follows:

g(a)5 11
C

f

amr
w

(9)
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Here cw and cs are the sound velocity in the water

and in the primary particles constituting the aggre-

gates, respectively; and rw and rs are the densities of

the water and the primary particles constituting the

aggregates, respectively. The values of Cf and m vary

depending on the process of flocculation (Thorne

et al. 2014). This model also needs to be constrained

by the addition of a minimum ratio of velocity z0 and

density g0, thus bounding the minimum density and

sound velocity in the aggregates. No generic table

exist to fix these parameters according to in situ

conditions, which makes this model difficult to apply

to real data.

In this article, no assumptions about the sediment

attenuation were made. Knowing exactly the influence

of the viscous and scattering contributions of the

total sediment absorption for such particles is intri-

cate in practice (MacDonald et al. 2013). During our

experiments, the acoustic signal strength recorded

along the horizontal profiles remained steady after

beam spreading and water absorption corrections. This

suggests that the total absorption due to sediment was

negligible, or at least remained sufficiently low due

to the short distance investigated (1m), despite some

moderate turbidity events. Thus, in this study, it

appears reasonable to suppose that the total attenua-

tion due to sediment was negligible, as this was ob-

served with in situ ABS profiles at each frequency for

the highest concentrations.

c. Inversion method

Different notations exist in the literature to describe

the backscattering characteristics of a particle (Sheng

and Hay 1988; Stanton 1989; Thorne and Hanes 2002).

More precisely, Medwin and Clay (1997) express the

relation between the form function described in Eq. (4)

and the backscattering cross section sbs of Eq. (11) as

follows:

s
bs
5

�
af

2

�2

. (11)

With concern for naming conventions, the use of the

volume backscattering coefficients as described by

Maclennan et al. (2002) rather than Vrms was preferred.

Using Eqs. (1) and (11), the volume backscattering

strength Sn and volume backscattering coefficient sn can

be written as follows:
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where N [Eq. (12)] refers to the number of particles per

unit volume. The attenuation due to water was calcu-

lated according to the Francois and Garrison (1982)

model. The sound speed in water calculation was per-

formed using the Chen and Millero (1977) formula.

Attenuation due to sediments was neglected in this

context. Once converted into sn values, the data were

averaged over 100 sampling points per depth (as each

ping of the instrument insonified the water column

horizontally) so that a complete profile is obtained with

one sn value per frequency per depth. Then the data

were averaged over 0.5-m vertical bins. Every sn mea-

surement is thus the average of at least 800 values (for

a corresponding downcast speed between 0.25 and

0.5m s21). The volume backscattering coefficients ob-

tained for each depth were then inverted following

the nonnegative least squares (NNLS) method. The

NNLS method has been employed and validated before

in a similar context of multifrequency acoustical in-

version and is well documented in the literature

(Lawson andHanson 1974;Greenlaw and Johnson 1983;

Holliday and Pieper 1995; Hwang et al. 2007). The

concept rests upon considering that the measured sn is

FIG. 5. Illustration of the model used to invert the backscattered

signal from the aggregated particles in suspension (black lines). TheF
is the porosity chosen as input for the backscatteringmodel: 0.7 (solid

line) and 0.9 (dashed line). The gray line corresponds to the Thorne

et al. (2014) model. Parameters necessary to compute the model are

as follows: Cf 5 1 3 1023 kg m3-m, m 5 1.1, g0 5 z0 5 1.05, rs 5
2650 kgm23, rw 5 1000 kgm23, cs 5 5500m s21, cw 5 1480 m s21,

and «1 5 1.4.
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the linear combination of the individual contributions of

the particles present in the sampled volume,

s
v
(n)5 �

i

s
bs
(a

i
, n)3N

i
, (13)

where ai is the equivalent spherical radius (ESR), n is the

frequency, and Ni is the abundance (or number of par-

ticles per unit volume) of particles with an ESR ai.

The unknown of the inverse problem is Ni [Eq. (13)]

with an ESR ai. As input, the algorithm needs a vector

of mean volume backscattering coefficients measured

at all used frequencies, and the user must choose a size

vector indicating the n assumed equivalent sizes of the

occurring particles. In practice, the number of sizes of

interest must not be larger than 4 times the number

of frequencies (Greenlaw 1979; Lebourges-Dhaussy

1996). The number of size classes was thus chosen equal

to 16, against four frequency observations, hence the

underdetermined nature of the present inversion. The

present model (contained in sbs) was computed for

each input size ai and measured frequency nj. It is im-

plemented as its intrinsic form, that is, without being

ensemble averaged over the size distribution. Equation

(13) can be written as the matrix system below, after

normalizing by sv and adding a damping parameter l,

according to the Levenberg–Marquardt analysis

method (Lawson and Hanson 1974), to overcome un-

derdetermination issues and to constrain the choice

of the solution. The l was set to 1026, assuring that the

norms of the solution and the associated residual error

are minimal (Lawson and Hanson 1974; Greenlaw

1979). The algorithm is based on an iterative process

that evaluates the residual errors E [Eq. (15)] to

further estimate a better solution, with a constraint of

nonnegativity on the solution. Successive inversions

are performed until the residual error is close to a

minimum,
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Here, I(n) is the identity matrix of size n 3 n, and the

k . k stands for the operator norm. The Ni abundances

from vector N associated with the equivalent spherical

radii ai can be further converted into equivalent sphere

volumes in order to obtain a volume concentration, and

if the density of the particles is known, into a mass

concentration [Mi 5 r0Ni(4/3)pa
3
i ].

When using this kind of acoustic inversion method,

particular attention has to be paid to the choice of the

size vector. The combination of measured frequencies

and size classes chosen as input, or the parameter ka,

has to cover the transition region between Rayleigh

and geometric scattering so that the elements of the

inversion matrix A [Eq. (14)] can be linearly in-

dependent (Greenlaw 1979; Lebourges-Dhaussy 1996).

In this study, using frequencies ranging from 0.5 to

4MHz, the minimum size to choose in order to avoid

such problems is close to 30mm (ka. 0.5), assuring that

the elements of the matrix are linearly independent. To

the contrary, the larger size chosen was set to 500mm,

assuring that the model will not span the geometric

region, which is uncertain in this context. As there

were few chances to observe large-sized particles–

flocs (only one event of high flocculation occurred

during the first experiment in July 2014), the latter

vector was logarithmically spaced to better represent

the sizes of interest.

5. Results

a. Physical parameters

Figure 6 shows the evolution of median diameters

D50 (calculated from the LISST data), salinity, tem-

perature, and SSC profiles during the whole experiments

(July 2014 and January 2015). The origin of the graphs is

taken at the surface. The time lapses between each

profile are about 15min for both experiments. For the

January experiment, the first profiles (1–10) were deli-

cate to achieve due to the presence of a strong current

preventing the downcasting structure from reaching the

bottom of the river. Only half of the water column could

be sampled then. More generally, a specific attention

was paid to the immersion depth of the downcasting

structure in order to avoid touching the bottom of the

river, thus leaving a gap of at least 1–2m between the

structure and the bottom.

The vertical structure of the water column is quite

different from one experiment to the other. The July

experiment is characterized by a temporal salinity gra-

dient but a mixed water column, the freshwater from the

river slowly taking the upper hand on the saltwater from

the sea (ebb context). To the contrary, in January a

strong vertical salinity gradient is observed. Its position

in the water column evolves with the tide, nearly

reaching the surface at the end of the experiment. The

temperature variations of both experiments are quite
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limited in amplitude, with an increase from 198 to 208
observed in July and a decrease from 98 to 7.58 in

January. A small temperature gradient appears at the

end of the January experiment due to the presence of

unmixed freshwater coming from the river at slack tide.

The recorded turbidities, here converted to SSC thanks

to the relation found Fig. 2, are highly different between

July and January. The former is characterized by a slow

evolution throughout the experiment (15–90mgL21),

with no variation recorded on the vertical except around

low tide (profiles 19–22). The latter is characterized by a

moderate turbidity event localized in time and depth

between profiles 7 and 18 (30–550mgL21). Salinity and

temperature values were used to compute the water

density throughout the experiments, as well as the speed

of sound. The latter varied from 1515 to 1509m s21

during the July experiment, and from 1470 to 1450m s21

during the January experiment.

FIG. 6. Physical parameter variations for the (left) July and (right) January experiments. (top to bottom) D50 (mm), salinity (psu),

temperature (8C), and SSC (mgL21). The black horizontal arrows below both columns indicate the tide time (h) after high tide (HT). The

reference is taken at the water surface.
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D50 remain rather steady for most of the July exper-

iment (profiles 1–18), with values scattered around

50mm. No data were recorded during profile 3 (the

mechanical switch was in the ‘‘off’’ position). For the last

three profiles, the D50 values are higher, scattered

around 150–200mm (Fig. 3b). This part of the experi-

ment appears to be subjected to more intense

flocculation.

Concerning the January experiment, the data are of

lesser quality. Bins with high SSC and salinity gradient

were discarded (see section 3), leaving around half of the

dataset. Moreover, the processing routine sometimes

experienced difficulties attributing values of volume

concentration, especially in the lower part of the water

column (‘‘Not a Number’’ values attributed instead).

Nevertheless, for the first half of the experiment (pro-

files 1–11), the D50 values are stable, scattered around

40mm. After profile 11 (the transition from ebb to low

slack), the D50 values seem to follow the same trend as

for the last three profiles of the July experiment, with

higher values reaching up to 300mm. The LISST data

were not used as input to the acoustic inversion. As

exposed in section 3, they mostly served the purpose of

highlighting the steadiness of the mean effective density

throughout the experiments.

b. Inversion outputs

To proceed with the acoustic inversion, the even-

tual parameters to be determined are the density of the

elementary particles and an estimate of the porosity

of the aggregates. Those parameters will particularly

impact the intrinsic scattering properties of the sus-

pension, preventing the multifrequency inversion from

reaching a high degree of accuracy. Bassoullet (1979)

described the riverbed of the Aulne as a muddy envi-

ronment composed of phyllitic clay. Usually, the particle

density of normal soils is around 2650kgm23. This value

will be used for the following inversion. Correspond-

ingly, the sound speed in the primary particles was

chosen equal to cs 5 3400ms21 (Castagna et al. 1985;

Han et al. 1986) but revealed itself not to be of signifi-

cant importance in the final result (given a fixed high

F 5 0.85 and a change in sound speed velocity in the

primary particles Dcs 5 100m s21, the resulting change

in sound speed velocity of the aggregated material Dc0
is ,0.1m s21).

As observed in the LISST data (Fig. 4), the assump-

tion of a fixed mean porosity is introduced in the model

as input for the inversion. For each experiment, an op-

timal porosity (for which the best fit is observed between

the mass concentration estimated by acoustics and the

in situ measurements) was thus determined for the

model exposed.

In parallel, the porosities of the Aulne surface sedi-

ment are exposed inKhalil et al. (2013) at three different

stations along the estuary, for February, May, July, and

October 2009. These values (Table 1 in Khalil et al.

2013) are used as reference to compare the actual values

of porosities inserted in the inversion. Khalil et al. (2013)

indicate a porosity of the surface sediment near the

Térénez bridge of F 5 0.9 for their February sampling

(i.e., corresponding to apparent particles with a density

of ;1180kgm23). This value is closest to the January

experiment, characterized by a high river discharge.

Such a high porosity can be explained by the occurrence

of strong currents tending to increase the soil erodibility,

thus leaving a highly porous water–sediment interface

covering the riverbed. Similarly, Khalil et al. (2013)

indicate a porosity around 0.8 in July 2009 near Térénez
bridge (corresponding to apparent particles with a

density of ;1340kgm23). These values are susceptible

to change according to the environmental conditions

(measurements collected in 2009) as well as along the

river and during the experiment (Khalil et al. 2013), but

they offer a consistent order of magnitude of what could

occur in the suspension of flocculated sediments. In ad-

dition, the collected measurements in 2009 indicate that

the general trend of surface sediment porosity is seasonal,

with higher porosity values in winter and lower in sum-

mer. This general trend can also be observed with the

effective densities estimated from the LISST (Fig. 4). A

higher porosity is a priori expected for the January ex-

periment. For each profile, themean velocity of the sound

in the water and the mean density of the water were

added to the inversion to take effect on the apparent

particle density and speed of sound calculation.

For what concerns the January experiment, the opti-

mum porosity value for the present model appeared to

be 0.87 (i.e., effective density of;213kgm23 for a mean

density of water of 1015kgm23), whereas the one for

July was estimated to be 0.85 (i.e., effective density

;244 kgm23 for a density of water of 1025kgm23).

These values depend entirely on the primary particle

density chosen previously and would be different for

different densities. The corresponding values for g and z

were close to 1.2 and 1, respectively. The following

section presents the results in terms of total mass con-

centration and equivalent spherical radii solutions.

1) TOTAL MASS CONCENTRATION

Figures 7 and 8 display the results of the inversion for

the July and January experiments, respectively. Both

results were obtained by summing the solution over

all size classes of ESR chosen as input for the inver-

sion. The inversion outputs show reasonable results, in

good agreement with the actual in situ concentrations
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estimated thanks to the calibrated turbidimeter—yet are

more spread as the concentration increases. The global

variations of the total suspended sediment mass con-

centration are well reproduced by the inversions of both

experiments, this for both low and high suspended loads.

Concerning the July experiment, Fig. 7a compares the

mass concentrations obtained with the water samples to

the output mass concentration found around the sam-

pling depth. Except for the last four profiles, the results

are consistent, as both concentrations follow the same

variations throughout the experiment in spite of the high

natural variability of the medium. The poor range of

mass concentrations experienced is certainly at the

origin of the lower correlation coefficients (R2 5 0.69;

Fig. 7b); however, a clear linear trend can be drawn on

the graph. Moreover, below 10–15mgL21 the algorithm

underestimates the actual concentration, most certainly

due to a low signal-to-noise ratio.

The range of mass concentrations experienced during

the January experiment is wider, from 50 to 800mgL21.

The correlations are higher (R25 0.77; Fig. 8b) even if a

localized overestimation of the concentrations by the

acoustic inversion seem to appear after profile 11

(Fig. 8a). Moreover, these deviations can be reduced

when averaged around the sampling depth, although

they seem to indicate a small change in the aggregates

FIG. 7. (a) Output of the inversions using the modified high-pass model for the July experiment at different sampling depths: 5.75 m

(circles), 6.25 m (squares), and 6.75 m (triangles). (b) Overall comparison between the optical turbidity converted intomass concentration

(Fig. 3) and inverted mass concentration.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for the January and sampling depths of: 7.75 m (circles), 8.25 m (squares), and 8.75 m (triangles).
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physical properties, to be linked with the vertical salinity

gradient.

2) EQUIVALENT SPHERICAL RADIUS

It is worth reminding that the size values in which a

solution has been attributed by the NNLS algorithm do

not correspond to the physical radii of the suspended

particles. Their interpretation must remain qualitative,

as the presented approach focuses on the apparent

particles of fixed porosity, used to describe the acoustic

behavior of the suspension.

Figures 9a and 10a illustrate the mean radii of the

apparent particles considered in this paper for the July

and January experiments, respectively. The mean radii

were calculated from the abundance distribution,

without any knowledge of the inverse problem [Eq.

(14)]. During the July experiment, the mean radii

steadily increase from 35mm at profiles 1–2 to 70–80mm

at profiles 17 and 18. Rather than a vertical stratification,

slight inhomogeneities appear on the vertical, which is

also the case for D50 values (Fig. 6). However, the final

result converted to mass concentration is not biased by

this variability and remains stable (Holliday and Pieper

1995). The last three profiles of the experiment are

characterized by a clear vertical stratification where

larger particles (a . 80mm) occupy the last part of the

water column, from 6 to 12m. These observations are in

agreement with the LISST D50 (Fig. 6).

The January experiment exhibits a rather different

behavior. The water column seems homogeneous in

FIG. 9. (a)Mean equivalent spherical radii calculated from the abundance solution of the inversion for the entire July experiment. These

are the radii of apparent particles accounting for the suspension backscattering properties. NNLS output results for (b) profile 6 and

(c) profile 20 of the July experiment. Both are displayed as a function of depth (m), ESR (mm), and attributed mass concentration (mgL21).

For (b), one dominant mode is found to dominate the scattering. For (c), the solution is mainly allocated to two distinct modes of ESR

beyond 7m.
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terms ofmeanESR from profiles 1 to 11, withmean radii

values close to 45mm. From profile 12 onward, a clear

stratification following the salinity vertical structure

(Fig. 6) can be clearly identified, belowwhichmean radii

can reach values up to 200mm.Vertical variability is also

observed at this point.

For what concerns most of the July experiment (pro-

files 1–18) and the first half of the January experiment

(profiles 1–11), the solution of the inversion is attributed

to a dominant sizemode of ESR, around which a smaller

solution is allocated to neighboring modes (Figs. 9b and

10b). The dominant mode is (in terms of mass concen-

tration) between 35 and 60mm for the July experiment

(Fig. 9b) and 60–90mm for the January experiment

(Fig. 10b).

During the July experiment, a second dominant mode

appears after profile 18 in the lower part of the water

column (Fig. 9c), beyond 7m, centered around 235mm.

Similarly, starting at profile 11 of the January experiment,

a second dominant mode appears around 135–165mm in

the lower half of the water column (Fig. 10c). These

examples correspond to the beginning of low tide slack

water (Fig. 6), where misfits appear in terms of mass

concentration (Figs. 7 and 8). These discrepancies result

in a factor of 1.5–2 in terms of final mass concentration

estimate during the July experiment (Fig. 7a) and ;1.5

during the January experiment (Fig. 7b). A change in

the hydrodynamics conditions, influencing the aggrega-

tion process seems plausible at this stage, and bigger

aggregates are likely to be formed due to a lower shear

rate (Verney et al. 2011) and salinity gradients. The al-

location of the solution into several dominant ESR may

be responsible for the misfits in terms of mass concen-

tration, especially for the higher size classes, where a

small modification in the numerical density has a heavy

influence on the final volume concentration.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for the January experiment and for (b) profile 8 and (c) profile 12. For (c), the solution is mainly allocated to two

distinct modes of ESR.
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3) COMPARISON WITH THORNE ET AL. (2014)
MODEL

The Thorne et al. (2014) model was used to invert the

present datasets. However, a certain number of pa-

rameters had to be chosen arbitrarily, in the ranges

suggested by the same authors. Several sets of param-

eters may exist. The inversion results in terms of total

mass concentration are presented in Fig. 11 for the

January experiment, with the following parameters

chosen as input for the model generation: rs 5
2650 kgm23, cs 5 5500m s21, «1 5 1.4, Cf 5 kgm23,

1.1m, g0 5 1.09 , and z0 5 1.05. The quantities Cf and

m are extremely delicate to estimate in situ, and this

would have required precisely measuring the aggre-

gates’ settling velocity and size. Their values were

chosen by default after Thorne et al. (2014). For the

ESR spectrum used in this study, setting g0 to 1.09

had a threshold effect on the effective density, fixing

the latter at 90 kgm23 for all sizes. Thus, this model is

very close to the one exposed here, yet converging

toward a lower limit. In this case « is set to 1.4—instead

of a value close to 1.8 (in July) and 1.9 (in January) in the

model designed in this paper—this « parameter being a

function of the penetrability of the apparent particle,

hence the lower mean effective density for the Thorne

et al. (2014) model.

The retrieved mass concentrations are consistent with

those obtained thanks to the calibrated turbidimeter

(Fig. 11b). The exact same trend can be observed be-

tween the two models (Figs. 8 and 9), with a high cor-

relation (R2 5 0.77) for the entire dataset.

The ESR modes identified by the algorithm (not

shown here) are also close to those found by the

presented model. As mentioned above, both models

possess closed shapes in the ka region of interest, as the

effective density is somehow fixed in the Thorne et al.

(2014) model; therefore, they vary accordingly.

6. Discussion

a. General comments

In this paper, a model was designed that takes into

account aggregated particles, assuming they can be ap-

proximated by apparent particles of fixed low density.

Its Rayleigh regime increases according to (ka)6, the

level of which depends on the ratios of density and

compressibility. Beyond the transition region around

ka 5 1, the model converges toward a high-pass limit, a

function of the penetrability of the object. Conse-

quently, the aggregated particles are in fact considered

weakly scattering bodies, as it is the case for several

species of zooplankton (Stanton et al. 1998). This rep-

resentation of the suspension, made of (conceptual)

apparent particles of low density, is far from the tradi-

tional ways of accounting for the backscattering prop-

erties of suspended sediments. Yet, it has the main

advantage of freeing oneself from the large uncertainties

that exist in the flocculation process, which is delicate to

evaluate in in situ studies.

To proceed with the inversion of the acoustic mea-

surements, the NNLS method was chosen over tradi-

tional implicit methods used in suspended sediment

dynamics studies (Thorne and Hardcastle 1997; Thorne

and Hanes 2002). This method is commonly used when

solving multifrequency inverse problems in halieutics

(Lawson et al. 2008; Cox et al. 2013; Lebourges-Dhaussy

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 8, but using the Thorne et al. (2014) model for the January experiment.
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et al. 2014), but it has never been addressed in

suspended-sediment-related studies. Its use was moti-

vated here by the difficulties encountered in estimating

the distribution width, preventing the ensemble aver-

aging of the form function (Moate and Thorne 2009).

Similarly, the use of quantities, such as Sv instead ofVrms

in the problem statement, was preferred due to its major

involvement in the inverse problem formulation [Eq.

(13)] and its simple use when relying on the NNLS

method. Another point of interest in employing this

method resides in the formulation of the inverse prob-

lem. Equation (13) strongly suggests that once the

scattering characteristics of the water content are known

(along with the assumption that a single type of material

dominates the scattering) and adequate frequencies are

used to insonify the water column, it is possible to re-

solve both the concentration and the equivalent size

distribution without any other observational input. This

methodology could be of particular interest for contin-

uous quantitative monitoring of suspended sediment,

provided that continued efforts are made in refining the

acoustic scattering characteristics of suspended sedi-

ments (e.g., in controlled environments), especially with

respect to the flocculation of marine sediments.

b. Inversion results

Each profile of multifrequency acoustic measure-

ments was inverted using the designed model and the

NNLS method. The results are consistent in terms of

total mass concentration estimates, fitting well to the

in-situ observations. The optimum porosities used to

invert the ABS signals are close to the ones observed at

the water–sediment interface in 2009 during the same

sampling periods (Khalil et al. 2013). They seem at

least to highlight a seasonal contrast between the two

experiments, with a mean porosity of 0.85 for the July

experiment and 0.87 for the January experiment. It is

worth mentioning that a small change in the optimum

porosity can cause errors up to several factors in the

mass concentration estimate, as the density contrast

between the particles and g is close to 1 (Chu et al.

2000). For illustration, several fixed mean input po-

rosities ranging from 0.80 to 0.93 with increments of

DF 5 0.03 were tested with the present dataset to

evaluate the dispersion of the inversion results. A lin-

ear fit was then calculated over the inversion results

using the least squares method, guaranteeing minimum

RMS variations. The results of these tests are displayed

over the present dataset in Fig. 12, showing that the

higher the porosity, the more sensitive the inversion.

This highlights the difficulties encountered in the res-

olution of the present inverse problem at hand in the

case of flocculated sediments.

Given the atypical formulation of the backscattering

model, when it comes to the size of the scatterers, a

comparison between optical and acoustical observations

is intricate. The solution of the acoustic inversion is dis-

tributed over a limited number of size classes of ESR of

apparent particles, whereas the LISST observations

deliver a straight representation of a volume distribution.

A direct quantitative comparison would be subjective, as

both methods provide different information. In terms of

trend though, the radii evolution throughout the experi-

ments presented by the LISST data (Fig. 6) and the in-

verted ABS data (Fig. 9) are in good agreement in July,

exposing finer particles over the entire water column at

the beginning of the experiment against a more stratified

water column during the last three profiles at low tide

slack water. For what concerns the attribution of the so-

lution into the different ESR classes, some interesting

features have been identified, especially near the low tide

slack water in both experiments.

Two regimes can be identified (Figs. 6, 9, and 10). In

the first regime (profiles 1–11 for the January experi-

ment, and profiles 1–18 for the July experiment), only

one dominant size mode of ESR is attributed as a so-

lution of the inversion. The second regime (profiles 12–

20 for the January experiment and 19–22 for the July

experiment) sees another, larger dominant mode appear

(ESR . 150mm for both experiments). These features

are not thought to be the result of inversion artifacts, but

rather the result of changes in scatterer characteristics.

FIG. 12. Comparison between the optical turbidity converted

into mass concentration (Fig. 3) and inverted mass concentration

for several sets of porosity inputs for the January experiment. Each

colored line represents the best fit of the inverted data for these

porosity inputs [F5 0.93 (green), 0.90 (purple), 0.87 (orange), 0.84

(red), and 0.80 (blue)], and the actual output of the inversion for

the optimal F (0.87; black dots).
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Bigger aggregates are likely to be appearing, which is in

accordance with the hydrodynamics conditions, espe-

cially during the January experiment, where a vertical

salinity stratification is observed. These appearances

are, however, likely to induce larger uncertainty in the

final total mass concentration estimate, as some local-

ized misfits between the estimated and observed mass

concentrations were observed. Two probable causes of

these misfit were identified:

1) The first one is thought to come from the global

assumptions of the apparent scatterers in terms of

shape and constitution: bigger material is unlikely to

possess perfect spherical shapes, and thus a depen-

dence on the scatterer orientation (given the high

frequencies used here) relative to the transducers

might be responsible for the misfits encountered in

terms of total mass concentration during the January

experiment, regardless of the aggregates density.With

respect to the difference, a change in the material

constitution is unlikely to be the main cause of these

misfits: the results remain in good agreement with the

mass concentrations observed (yet more dispersed:

R2 5 0.81 2 RMS 5 24.6mgL21 for profiles 1–11,

R2 5 0.74 2 RMS 5 61.6mgL21 for profiles 12–20)

in spite of a ratio of density close to 1 (Chu et al. 2000).

Besides, the experienced overestimation of the mass

concentration coupled with the apparition of bigger

material does not follow the evidence of a decreasing

effective density with increasing size. This might

therefore be the case during the last three profiles of

the July experiment where a consequent underesti-

mation of the total mass concentration is identified.

No filtering has been applied to the acoustic data, and

despite the appearance of this other dominant mode

of scatterer, the results remain solid given the high

natural variability encountered.

2) The second one concerns the limited size resolution

and range of the NNLS method in terms of ESR, the

size vector chosen for the acoustic inversion being

logarithmically spaced. Under the assumption of

fixed mean porosity averaged over the total size

distribution, and thus considering apparent particles

instead of physical particles, a small misattribution of

the solution in higher size classes (accounting for the

presence of bigger material) highly affects the final

mass concentration estimate. Indeed, to a small

number of large particles, corresponds a high mass

concentration compared to the same number of small

particles (Holliday and Pieper 1995). However, de-

spite its qualitative substance in this context, the

notion of ESR offers many advantages, a very in-

teresting one being its capacity to be reduced to a

unique estimate representing the entire suspension

in terms of dominant scatterer, this without any

information concerning its size distribution. Finally,

in possession of such a piece of information about the

suspension, and the associated backscattering model,

it may become possible to retrieve the suspended

sediment mass concentration using only one fre-

quency without any assumptions about the particle

size distribution.

c. Flocculation dynamics

The present experiments were carried out during ebb

flow and lasted up to the beginning of low tide slack

water. This time window was selected because it is likely

to provide the opportunity to observe mass concentra-

tion variations sufficiently high enough (Bassoullet

1979) to successfully expose the current inverse prob-

lem. No data were collected afterward. During the July

experiment, a clear size contrast has been identified, in

accordance with an expected change in flocculation state

due to favorable turbulence conditions (Manning et al.

2011). In the present study, and most specifically for

what concerns the last four profiles of the July

experiment, a higher porosity value appears to be most

appropriate to describe the suspended matter, ac-

counting for a significant drop in effective density. This

highlights the fact that the relation featuring the

steadiness of the mean porosity averaged over the total

size distribution (Fig. 4) is likely to evolve given the tidal

conditions. In particular, this change could be taken into

account in this particular case by a distinction between

flood/ebb periods and slack tide periods. This approach

means discretizing the flocculation state, which reduces

at first order to discriminating unimodal (microflocs)

populations and multimodal (microflocs and macro-

flocs) populations, before tending toward a fractal ap-

proach as the core definition of the floc dynamics

(Kranenburg 1994).

An example of such an approach is presented in

Fig. 13 for the July experiment dataset, where the last

fourABS profiles, corresponding to the slack tide period

of the experiment, were inverted using a higher mean

fixed porosity, 0.88, instead of 0.85. Increasing the po-

rosity for these profiles yields estimates of the mass

concentrations in better agreement with the observed

in situ mass concentration.

Finally, these assumptions address two different

complex problems, dealing with the expression of

natural floc properties in both acoustics and hydrody-

namics fields. Such assumptions are thus likely to

lead to potentially significant uncertainties regarding

mass concentration and size quantifications. Yet the

exposed results remain in good agreement with in situ
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observations given the high degree of natural variability

encountered, the handling of which still represents a

major challenge nowadays. In addition, the proposed

approach appears promising with respect to continuous

acoustic monitoring of the suspended aggregated sedi-

ment load.

To conclude, the present study underlines the need to

improve measurement techniques and theoretical con-

siderations regarding the description of natural floc

properties, which remains challenging (Fettweis 2008;

Verney et al. 2011; Thorne et al. 2014), so a finer de-

scription of in situ water masses of estuarine and coastal

systems can be achieved.

d. Conclusions

In this paper, an absolute inversion of the in situ

acoustic signal recorded at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4MHz from

aggregated particles in a macrotidal estuary is proposed

by assuming they can be approximated by apparent

particles of fixed low density. A backscattering model is

proposed given an initial assumption of steady mean

porosity averaged over the total size distribution. This

assumption, inferred thanks to independent LISST data,

enables the reduction from several degrees of freedom

with poorly known parameters to an adjustable while

coarsely bounded parameter, which helps constrain the

shape of the backscattering model by describing the

properties of apparent particles accounting for the sus-

pension. The presented model was used to invert the

multifrequency acoustic data recorded at a fixed loca-

tion in the Aulne estuary (Fig. 1) in July 2014 and

January 2015 using the nonnegative least squares algo-

rithm. The inversion results are in good agreement with

the in-situ mass concentration, covering concentration

values from 15 to more than 500mgL21. As long as a

relative steadiness of the mean porosity averaged over

the total size distribution is observed, this method is

thought to be successful for material of a reasonable size

(a , 200mm). The use of adapted frequencies is also

highly recommended to avoid spanning too far into the

geometric regime. Other experiments were successfully

conducted in the same area in January 2014, May 2014,

and March 2015. Nevertheless, future experiments

should be conducted in different situations, and with

aggregates of different constitutions, sizes, and effective

densities, and complementary investigations should be

carried out to highlight the use of the mean porosity of

estuarine suspensions as a fluid apparent property. Fi-

nally, this study suggests that multifrequency ABS de-

vices can operate as stand-alone systems to resolve both

concentration and equivalent size distribution if the

suspended material scattering properties are known,

and it strongly encourages further development of the-

oretical and/or heuristic models to widen the potential

applications of the quantitative use of acoustics in the

sediment transport community.
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